
Class #13  Monday 28 February 2011

What did we cover last time?
•Parameter Fitting

•Maximum Likelihood
•Random number generation
•Hypothesis Testing Terms

•Parametric vs Nonparametric
•Sampling Distribution
• Null Hypothesis
• Test statistic
• Test levels, p levels
• Type I and Type II errors
• One- and Two- sided tests

•Hypothesis Testing Types
•Student’s t-test

1 2Practicalities of Student’s t-test
(A) One-sample t-test, very popular since based on 

the Gaussian. Student’s t-test, based on the t 
distribution:

 Pooled Variance T-test, difference of means

3Practical t-test equations

Correlation t-test

 Quenouille to reduce DOF, lag 1-3 correlations 

44.2 Parametric Tests continued...
(E) Goodness of Fit (Sec 5.2.5 Wilks)
 Null Hypothesis - Data drawn from given 

distribution. Evidence positive then we confirm the 
null hypothesis. Many tests - will discuss a few

 Chi squared test (!2)
 Data histogram compared with PDF, works best 

with discrete data. 

 Avoid classes with small numbers (<5 avoided). 
 DOF (#classes - #of parameters fit -1), 1-sided



5(E) Goodness of Fit (Sec 5.2.5 Wilks) continued...
 Chi squared test (!2) continued...
 EXAMPLE: Jan Ithaca Precip. 
 parameters (2 each type), 

 6 classes, 2 parameters, ==> 3 DOF
 0.161 * 50 = 8.05, fill in rest similarly, take 

difference & square (8.05-5)2 , divide and sum up
 Get !2=5.05 Gamma and !2=14.96 Gaussian
 Gamma not rejected at 90%, Gaussian rejected 1%

64.2 Parametric Tests continued...
(F) Kolmagorov-Smirnov Test
 Compares empirical and theoretical CDFs
 Null hypothesis is that data drawn from particular 

distribution
 Works as long as parameters are not estimated 

from data sample used in test. Test statistic is 
Empirical CDF minus theoretical CDF. Critical values 
K 1.224, 1.358, & 1.628 for 90, 95 and 99% levels. 

74.2 Parametric Tests continued...
(F) Kolmagorov-Smirnov Test continued...
 EXAMPLE: January Ithaca Precipitation again 

Table 5.2 Lists critical values for Gamma distribution for 
a given alpha, when fit parameters are based on data. Use 
alpha=infinity for Gaussian, C! for confidence intervals. 

84.2 Parametric Tests continued...
(G) 2 Sample Kolmagorov-Smirnov Test 
Use Eq 5.15 to test the null hypothesis that two 

samples came from the same distribution.

 Eqns for test statistic (5.17) and Critical Value 
(5.18). 1 and 2 refer to the two samples.

(H) Shapiro-Wilk Test (variant called Filliben test)
 Preferable test for gaussian distribution. Test 

statistic is correlation for the points along the 
Gaussian Q-Q plot. Table 5.3 gives critical values.  

(I) Likelihood ratio test (Section 5.2.6 Wilks)
 Test works for whether two parts of record from same 

distribution. Example 5.6



94.3 Nonparametric Tests
(A) Classical tests for location
 May be appropriate if we think parametric 

assumptions not met or don’t have sampling 
distribution. 

 5 Elements of Hypothesis testing still apply.
 (A1) Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test
 For two independent samples (diff of means), Null 

hypothesis-data have been drawn from same 
distribution. Serial correlation needs to be considered. 
Sum of ranks (R), Mann-Whitney U statistic. crit values, 
Null dist. of U statistic is gaussian with mu and sigma.  

104.3 Nonparametric Tests cont...
 Example 5.7 Cloud Seeding Experiment. Suspect 

that cloud seeding reduced lightning. Very non-
gaussian so use Mann-Whitney Test. 

n1=12, n2=11
19.25 & 69.45 

   averages
 pool points
 rank points
 (n!)/[n1! n2!]

total number
possible
combinations

114.3 Nonparametric Tests cont...
 Example 5.7 cont...
 pool and rank 23 pts.
 R1=108.5, R2=167.5
 U1=108.5-6*(12+1)
 U1=30.5
 Possible=1,352,078

 µu = (12)(11)/2=66
"u = [ ] = 16.2
Z=(30.5-66)/16.2=-2.19
Table B.1 p=0.014, 1.4% 
are smaller than Ho, so
it is rejected. 

124.3 Nonparametric Tests cont...
(A2) Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired samples 
 Example 5.8

 Storm in 2 parts of US
 are correlated, Calc
Di, n’=21 since no 0,
 test statistic is
T+=78.5, T-=152.5,
 Null => Storm Freq
is same in 2 places. 
 Estimate null Gaussian
distribution, z=-1.29
Not rejected...



134.4 Field Significance
 Q: Is my correlation pattern occurring just by 

random chance?
 Correlation t test
 Count #N significant

points versus total
 Monte Carlo way

 randomize SOI, get r
1000 times and then 
make histogram,
Ask: Is the N in top 5%
of my histogram? If so then
correlation pattern is 
field significant at 5% level. 
Livesey and Chen (1983), 
Use 5.29 if little autocorrelation, Fisher transform Z

144.3 Nonparametric Tests cont...
(B) Resampling tests
Next time

154.3 Nonparametric Tests cont...
(C) Permutation tests
 Blah Blah Blah

164.3 Nonparametric Tests cont...
(D) The Bootstrap  
 Blah Blah Blah



174.4 Field Significance and Multiplicity
(A) The Bootstrap  
 Blah Blah Blah

18Chapter 5 Statistical Forecasting
5.1 Background 
 Background
 5.2 Linear Regression 
 5.2 Multiple Linear Regression 


